This paper presents VyrdMC, a runtime verification tool we are building for concurrent software components. The correctness criterion checked by VyrdMC is refinement: Each execution of the implementation must be consistent with an atomic execution of the specification. VyrdMC combines testing, model checking, and Vyrd, the runtime refinement checker we developed earlier. A test harness first drives the component to a non-trivial state which serves as the starting state for a number of simple, very small multi-threaded test cases. An execution-based model checker explores for each test case all distinct thread interleavings while Vyrd monitors executions for refinement violations. This combined approach has the advantage of improving the coverage of runtime refinement checking at modest additional computational cost, since model checkers are only used to explore thread interleavings of a small, fixed test program. The visibility and detailed checking offered by using refinement as the correctness criterion differentiate our approach from simply being a restricted application of model checking. An important side benefit is the reduction in program instrumentation made possible if VyrdMC is built using a model checker with its own virtual machine, such as Java PathFinder [8] . We are investigating the use of two different model checkers for building VyrdMC: Java PathFinder, an explicit-state model checker and Verisoft, a "stateless" model checker [7] .
Introduction
Many software applications are built as collections of interacting, concurrentlyaccessed software components. Verifying industrial-scale concurrent software is particularly hard because of the added complexity due to different possible Execution-based model checking of such systems has limited applicability due to the state-space explosion problem if abstractions are not performed. Model checking using abstractions is good at verifying local properties. However, more global specifications such as refinement require most implementation details to be included in the implementation model and abstraction techniques do not accomplish much in this case. Pure testing, while computationally practical, suffers from low coverage and limited observability. The latter weakness was addressed by our previous work on runtime refinement checking [5, 6] .
Refinement formalizes the requirement that method invocations by concurrent threads appear to be executed atomically in a linear order and are consistent with an executable specification. Each execution of the implementation must be "equivalent" to an execution of the specification, which can be given as a separate program or be obtained by constructing an "atomized" version of the implementation. In [5, 6] , we investigated two notions of refinement: I/O and view refinement. The latter of these requires a particular correspondence between the implementation and specification states, which enables detection of concurrency errors as soon as they cause a discrepancy in the implementation state. Experimental results on industrial-scale designs showed that the added observability of view refinement makes the early detection of concurrency errors much more likely.
While it provides significantly better verification than testing, runtime refinement checking also suffers from low coverage. If concurrency errors are not triggered by a test program, refinement checking is no better than testing. In our experience, to trigger a particular concurrency error, tests with many concurrent threads, each performing a large number of method calls, were often needed, while the same error could have been triggered with many fewer threads and method calls if the correct (but unknown a priori) thread interleaving were enforced. This suggested that very small test programs might be able to reveal concurrency errors if all thread interleavings are systematically explored and view refinement checking is performed. This observation motivated the technique presented in this paper.
In the proposed tool, called VyrdMC, an execution-based model checker guides the testing of concurrent software by exploring all distinct thread interleavings for a given fixed test program. We focus on model checkers that execute programs as is, without performing any abstraction. Clearly, such model checkers could be used to drive programs with the purpose of performing any runtime check. What distinguishes our approach (depicted in Figure 1 ) is the combination of the strengths of the following three approaches:
(i) Testing is used to drive Vyrd to non-trivial, sufficiently large and complicated "anchor" states. At anchor states, the specification and implementation are consistent. Starting at the anchor state, the test program issues a very small number of threads with few operations each. In each test case, the operations and their arguments are chosen so that they focus on the same portion of the state of the program and are intuitively likely to contend for access to resources and to trigger concurrency errors.
(ii) Our refinement checking tool Vyrd provides improved observability, which makes it possible to detect errors triggered by the small test cases starting from the anchor state. During the course of such short tests, errors are unlikely to propagate to a method's return value.
(iii) Model checking tackles the coverage problem by generating all qualitatively distinct execution traces starting from the anchor state. The model checker needs to only explore different thread interleavings since everything else is fixed. This very restricted application of model checking and the choice of very small test programs makes our technique computationally feasible even for industrial-scale programs.
Previous work, notably [2] , has explored techniques that blend these techniques in different ways. Our approach is distinct in that it is able to handle industrial-scale software as is, without need for abstraction. The use of refinement as a correctness criterion that is both less restrictive than and as comprehensive as atomicity and linearizability further distinguishes our approach. A side benefit of using a model checker such as Java PathFinder is the re-use of its runtime environment -essentially a virtual machine (VM) -to automate monitoring and logging tasks that are required for refinement checking and that had to be performed manually previously. An example is the detection and recording of updates to shared variables. Automating this phase makes refinement checking a lot more easily usable. Vyrd also uses the runtime environment of the model checker for its replaying mechanism, i.e., driving independent instances of the implementation and the specification for verification purposes. We discuss the benefits of and issues that arise when implementing VyrdMC using two kinds of execution-based model checkers: an explicit-state model checker like (JPF) [8] , and a "stateless" model checker like Verisoft [7] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our motivating example, BLinkTree: a concurrently-accessible B-link tree implementation. Section 3 describes our testing strategy. How Vyrd checks refinement and is adapted to run in conjunction with the model checker is explained in Section 4. Section 5 explains how thread scheduling is controlled by the two categories of model checkers. Section 6 presents complexity reduction techniques we are investigating in VyrdMC. Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines future work.
Motivating Example: The BLinkTree Module
This section introduces a component of an industrial-scale storage infrastructure project, Boxwood [3] , which drove the development of our runtime verification framework. Boxwood consists of three modules as seen in Figure 2 : BLinkTree, Cache and Chunk Manager. The BLinkTree module is an implementation of the concurrent operations for the B-link tree data structure presented in [4] . The information associated with each BLinkTree node is stored in a shared variable, which is a variable-length byte-array. BLinkTree uses the Cache module to store and retrieve byte-arrays. Cache makes its data persistent through the distributed Chunk Manager module.
The BLinkTree stores (key,data) pairs, and provides methods to add, delete and look up entries. In addition, an internal compression thread works concurrently with data structure operations and re-organizes the tree by redistributing the contents between pairs of neighboring nodes. In order to improve performance, BLinkTree operations use a very relaxed locking scheme which allows operations from different methods to overtake each other.
The complicated B-link tree structure, the large number of state variables required for a non-trivial B-link tree instance, and highly concurrent operations makes the verification of the BLinkTree module challenging. Exhaustive state-space search techniques are made impractical for this purpose because of the state-space explosion problem. Abstraction techniques would not be of much help since verifying the effects of mechanisms such as overtaking and compression would require the inclusion of almost all implementation state in the abstract model.
In our earlier work, we showed that refinement checking using the Vyrd tool to be an effective verification approach for BLinkTree without requiring any abstraction [6] . However triggering concurrency errors in BLinkTree and other industrial-scale software typically required running many long tests with large numbers of threads because the thread scheduling mechanisms of the language runtimes were used with no modification. In each of these cases, we observed that the concurrency errors could be triggered with few concurrent threads each containing a single method call and starting from almost any non-trivial state provided that threads were scheduled in one particular way. This need to exercise more control on and systematically explore the thread interleavings to increase the coverage of runtime refinement checking motivated the technique described in this paper.
The Test Harness
This section explains the test harness, which is designed to keep the resource requirements of our technique small.
Test Cases
The construction of the test cases is largely manual. Each multi-threaded test case starts from a small number of pre-constructed instances of a concurrentlyaccessed software component, C, denoted by C 1 , C 2 , ..., C k . During the construction of each C i , refinement checking is performed, and the corresponding specification state S i is computed. For the instances used in each test case, Vyrd uses the (C i , S i ) pairs as the starting point.
Each test case T consists of a small number of threads (typically two or three) each performing one method call on a component. The arguments to the method calls are selected to focus method executions on the same portion of the component state.
For example, a single BLinkTree instance that includes instances of all tree node types may serve as a non-trivial starting point to the test case. Each test case is then generated by selecting a number of Insert, LookUp and Delete method invocations, each run in a separate thread. The key arguments to the methods are selected in order to make them work on the same pointer/data node, or neighboring nodes.
Modeling Executions
We model executions as sequences of atomically executed code fragments each of which is called an action. The sequence of actions that are taken during an execution are called its trace. Actions fall into the following two categories: Atomic updates to a component's shared variables: These are updates to the fields of shared objects that are part of the component being verified. Fields can be of primitive or reference types. It is assumed that such updates are guaranteed to be atomic by the language and the runtime environment. Method calls to other components: The component under test, C, may be making use of other components, which, for the purposes of verifying C, are considered to have correctly implemented atomic operations. The developer assumes that all modifications to and observations of the instances of these components are performed atomically and thus they are called assumed-atomic objects. Then each method call to an assumed-atomic object is treated an action. This enables refinement checking layered components using a limited form of assume-guarantee reasoning as described in Section 6.2. Example: During verification of BLinkTree, the byte arrays allocated from Chunk Manager and temporarily stored in Cache are the shared objects. While verifying BLinkTree, Cache and Chunk Manager are assumed to be implemented correctly, thus, each method of Cache and Chunk Manager operating on a byte-array is considered to be an atomically executed action. While verifying the Cache module, on the other hand, each cache entry is treated as a shared object and each byte-code instruction applied to a field of a cache entry is considered an atomic action.
Execution Tree
Because of the way test cases are constructed, the only non-determinism in executions of the implementation is due to different thread interleavings. The possible traces for a given test case are each of finite length under the assumption that methods terminate. Violations of this assumption, i.e., deadlocks or cycles in the state space, can be detected by the model checker at the same time runtime refinement checking is being performed. In the rest of this paper, we assume that the component being verified is free of deadlocks and that each of its methods terminate.
We can then represent the set of possible executions of a test case T by a finite execution tree. An execution tree E T is a directed acyclic graph each vertex of which is labeled with a state of C and each branch which is labeled by an action. The root of is the initial state of C. Each trace τ corresponds to a unique path in E T from the root to a leaf.
Runtime Refinement Checking with Vyrd
This section gives an overview of the runtime refinement checking tool Vyrd. Figure 3 shows the building blocks and the phases of the verification technique implemented in Vyrd. The reader can refer to [6] for details. Vyrd analyzes traces generated by the component being tested and checks their conformance to a specification. Specifications are required to execute methods atomically, sequentially. Vyrd allows the use of an "atomized version" of the component (one where a single global lock serializes all method executions) as a specification.
An instance of S, the executable specification for C, is driven by Vyrd to serve as a reference as described below. Vyrd also creates an additional instance of C, denoted by C replay , and replays the recorded actions on it.
Vyrd communicates with the program under test via a log. A log is a data structure into which a sequence of entries with information on the actions performed is written in the order they occur. In Vyrd, the logging mechanism is implemented manually for each component, and the component under test is instrumented to notify the log when an action that needs to be recorded takes place. The log is implemented in order to minimize the impact on the concurrency behavior of the component and to de-couple the verification thread in order to enable off-line operation.
The replaying mechanism of Vyrd reads sequentially from the log the actions performed on C during testing and applies the same actions on C replay in the same order. This replayed version's actions and abstracted state are compared at designated points (commit points) for each method invocation with those of S. The linear order in which methods are invoked in S is the order of the method commit points in the log. The I/O refinement criterion requires that the sequence of method calls and returns per thread match for the specification and implementation traces. A stronger correctness criterion that requires a match between the abstract states of C replay and S at commit points in addition is called view refinement. Vyrd signals an error if any refinement violations are detected and reports execution traces for C and S that lead to the error.
View refinement provides more observability into program state than I/O refinement. Discrepancies in implementation state immediately lead to view refinement violations, while, during a particular execution, the discrepancy may be missed by I/O refinement if it does not happen to lead to a different method return value. In [6] , view refinement was shown to result in better error detection using much small test cases whose execution trees can be handled by the model checker easily.
Using Model Checkers to Drive Refinement Checking
Using model checkers serves two purposes in VyrdMC. First, a model checker traverses the paths in an execution tree E T . If the model checker has support for partial-order reductions, then only paths whose concurrency behaviors are qualitatively distinct are explored. Second, a model checker provides a runtime environment which helps VyrdMC in automating identification and handling of actions during trace generation and while replaying them for refinement verification. Currently, in the Vyrd tool these are performed via manual source or byte-code instrumentation.
We are working on two versions of VyrdMC, one around Java PathFinder, the other around Verisoft. In order not to limit the discussion of the techniques by the current features supported by these two model checkers, we describe the key features of and issues in VyrdMC using two generic hypothetical model checkers, ExplicitMC and StatelessMC instead. ExplicitMC and StatelessMC embody the distinguishing features of Java PathFinder and Verisoft, respectively. We assume that both ExplicitMC and StatelessMC are capable of (i) traversing the execution tree of a test case by performing a depth-first (DFS) or breadth-first (BFS) search, (ii) executing test programs as is without performing any abstraction, and (iii) making use of partial order reduction techniques to prune equivalent paths [9] .
The Explicit State Model Checker: ExplicitMC
ExplicitMC is an explicit state model checker which stores states that it visits. The entire representation of the state, which contains all of the memory space including the heap and the stacks of the threads, is stored. ExplicitMC does state space exploration through a backtracking mechanism. It stores at certain points during execution the states to be returned to. Once the execution reaches a pre-defined depth, ExplicitMC backtracks to a previously saved state s and takes a previously unexplored branch in the execution tree from s. The new direction is taken by running an action from a thread previously not chosen by the model checker at that state. Note that the run-time of this algorithm is proportional to the number of explored actions in the execution tree since each action in the tree is executed only once.
ExplicitMC has a virtual machine (VM) that interprets the byte code instructions of the program under test one at a time, in the same way JPF has an underlying JVM that interprets Java .class files. The VM manages all the memory space of the program including all the objects and fields. During testing, the operation of VM is intercepted to identify the shared objects to take necessary actions at each invocation of a primitive instruction or a method call on those objects. The JPF API exports classes and methods for accomplishing this.
The Stateless Model Checker: StatelessMC
StatelessMC is a "stateless" model checker, i.e., it stores no state representations in memory but only information about which transitions and paths of the execution tree have been traversed so far. One example of such a model checker is Verisoft [7] , which was developed for verifying C/C++ programs.
While traversing the execution tree E T , StatelessMC starts executing the program from an initial state, the root of E T , and it drives the execution until it reaches a state where it takes an unexplored branch. The state-less search mechanism is slower than the the mechanism of ExplicitMC since it executes many branches in E T multiple times. However, because it does not store states, it requires considerably less amount of memory, especially when the program being verified has a large number of variables.
Unlike ExplicitMC , StatelessMC has no VM, so it instruments the source code or the byte code to control the execution of the program under test and to produce calls to the model checker. This instrumentation is done automatically and the instrumentation mechanism can be modified in order to insert extra calls by the model checker to the refinement checker.
Monitoring Executions
Since runtime environments for ExplicitMC and StatelessMC differ, their handling of shared variables and actions differs as well. If ExplicitMC is used as the model checker, the VM in ExplicitMC can be used to track the shared objects. Once an object is created during a method execution of C, the VM marks that object as a shared object and monitors actions on it. ExplicitMC monitors byte-code instructions of the VM on the shared objects. Each invocation of such an instruction is intercepted just after it is executed by the VM and information is recorded in the shared log. The assumed-atomic objects are also tracked and the method calls to those objects are run atomically by the VM. JPF provides a mechanism for performing calls to VyrdMC code after relevant events such as those listed above.
StatelessMC extracts the expressions or instructions that create and manipulate the shared objects via assignments to their fields. However, since StatelessMC does not provide a virtual machine for replaying actions, the logging and replaying mechanisms are implemented separately, outside StatelessMC . Implementation source code is instrumented manually for logging actions and for proper handling of method calls to assumed-atomic objects.
Coordinating State-Space Exploration and Vyrd
Vyrd communicates with the program under test through a shared log, therefore, its operation remains mostly the same. The following modifications are applied to Vyrd (i) to coordinate its operation with the state space exploration process, and (ii) when possible, to automate the replay mechanism of Vyrd using the runtime environment of the model checker.
Vyrd was built to check refinement for a single linear trace that starts from the initial state and contains no backtracking or jumps. It assumes that each state transition in the trace is caused by the execution of an action and each point in the log corresponds to a unique state obtained by executing the actions in the log up to that point. Running the design in a model checker breaks this assumption. Model checkers may move to a previously visited state that is not necessarily reachable from the current state by taking an action of the program.
To coordinate Vyrd with the model checker's traversal of the execution tree, first, nodes in the execution tree are given unique ID's as follows. At every internal node of the tree that has more than one child, the children are numbered (starting from 0) in the order they are visited by the model checker. Then, each tree node n is uniquely labeled by a string of integers consisting of the numbers of the children on the path leading to n from the root of the execution tree.
A new kind of entry representing jumps in the state space is added to the log. As a result, the log consists of two kinds of entries:
• Actions: These are actions performed by the program. This corresponds to traversing an edge in the execution tree in the parent to child direction. Each such action is labeled by the number of the child.
• Jumps: These correspond to jumps performed by the model checker. A jump entry contains the unique ID of the position in the log that corresponds to the state being jumped to. Figure 4 shows a simple execution tree and the contents of the corresponding log. Suppose that the model checker jumps from node n i where the program is at state s i to a previously visited node n j with corresponding program state s j . Suppose that σ i and σ j are the integer strings that uniquely identify n i and n j . When the jump occurs, a log entry λ i+1 is inserted at position l i + 1 that indicates that Vyrd should restore its state to what it was when n i was first encountered. If ExplicitMC is being used, Vyrd accomplishes this by (i) resetting all of its internal state including the states of C replay and S states to their initial states, and (ii) replaying the log from the beginning until after the jump log entry λ i , skipping over actions that do not lie on the path from the root to l j . Since the execution path up to s j has been checked for refinement violations in a previous execution, Vyrd does not perform any checking until it reaches s j . It resumes refinement checking as usual starting from log i+1 .
If StatelessMC is used to traverse the execution tree, there is no need to re-start reading of the log from the beginning since StatelessMC performs the jump by restarting the execution from the initial state. In this case Vyrd continues with the next entry (l i+2 ) in the log after resetting its internal state.
In order to keep memory requirements low, we chose to restart Vyrd when jump entries are encountered instead of caching Vyrd's internal state for each node of the execution tree visited. While this possibly results in increased run time, since the test cases we focus on are small and since Vyrd keeps a lot of history information required to check refinement, we believe this is a reasonable trade-off.
Replaying Actions from The Log with ExplicitMC
Vyrd uses the VM implementation of ExplicitMC as the runtime environment to facilitate replaying of the implementation instance C replay and the specification instance S. A separate VM instance, denoted by VMMC I , is created for C replay . Since testing and replaying are performed in the same type of VM, VMMC I can directly apply each record of action (a byte-code instruction or method) on C replay in a straightforward manner.
For driving the sequential specification, there are two alternatives:
• S is run in a separate instance of VM, denoted by VM S . In this case, the control mechanisms included in VM S for the state space exploration are disabled since the method is run sequentially without any branching.
• For model checkers such as Java PathFinder implemented in Java-like languages, the VM that the model checker runs the component being verified is itself is run on an underlying native virtual machine or runtime environment. In this case it is less costly in runtime to run S on this lower level virtual machine.
For Vyrd to be able to check refinement, VMMC I and VM S must provide mechanisms for tasks such as replaying logged actions on objects and computing user-defined abstraction functions on C replay and S. JPF's virtual machine provides this mechanisms. If other virtual machines are used, they must be
Replaying Actions from The Log with StatelessMC
In StatelessMC C replay , S and the other related objects are created and managed in the same address space as the one Vyrd is run on. C and S while replaying and computing the abstract states of them during verification.
StatelessMC requires separate implementations of operations that enable replay. Actions corresponding to updates to fields of shared objects Vyrd can be replayed in a straightforward manner by performing the same update in C replay . If the action replayed is a method call to an assumed-atomic object, Vyrd replays the action simply by calling the method with the same arguments on the corresponding object.
In a similar way to C replay , an instance of S is kept and manipulated by Vyrd in order to produce the expected atomic behavior. Vyrd manipulates and observes S by executing the methods of the specification sequentially at the points where the refinement check is performed.
Optimizations
While VyrdMC uses model checkers to explore a very restricted state space, the size of this space, related to the number of distinct thread interleavings for two concurrent method executions, can still be exponential in the program size. In this section, we introduce several ideas that reduce the computational cost of VyrdMC to alleviate this problem.
Exploiting Purity
The idea of "pure" code blocks was introduced by Flanagan and Qadeer in [1] . Intuitively, these are blocks of code that are executed atomically and that do not result in any net modification of a shared variable when they terminate normally. The concurrent data structures we worked on in [6] make extensive use of code blocks that fit this description. For VyrdMC to be computationally viable, thread interleavings that differ only in their scheduling of pure code blocks need to be considered equivalent. In other words, the model checker must consider blocks marked as pure to be independent from any other code block while applying partial order reduction techniques.
To see how exploiting purity affects the performance of model checker, we had an experience in which two InsertPair were executed concurrently on "multiset" [6] instances of size 100, 1000 and 10000. The test programs were driven by Java PathFinder and the executions caused by interleaving of pure blocks that looks for empty slots in the multiset for insertion were eliminated during the state search. Consequently the number of states and the transitions did not change as the size of the multiset got bigger. However, the memory used by the model checker to represent multiset states and the computation time to manage the on-memory representation of the state space increased as size of the the multiset increased. Regardless of the increase in the runtime of the model checker, the verification time were no more than a few minutes, which is still reasonable to check scenarios with several concurrent methods.
One-pass Assume-Guarantee Reasoning on a Layered Architecture
This section describes a variant of assume-guarantee reasoning that can be applied to systems with a layered architecture in order to reduce the computational complexity of runtime refinement verification. Consider a system consisting of components C 1 , C 2 , ...,C n where C 1 is the highest-level layer and C n is the lowest. We say that the system has a layered architecture if the following two conditions hold:
• Any layer C i has no dependency on higher levels C 1 , ...,C i−1 ,
• C i only makes calls to methods of C i+1
We perform assume-guarantee reasoning for such systems as follows. While checking refinement for C i , return values of calls to methods of C i+1 are determined by executing S i+1 , the sequential specification for C i+1 . This amounts to assuming that, for the execution under consideration, the behavior of C i+1 conforms to S i+1 , i.e., does not result in a refinement violation. This assumption is checked while refinement verification is performed for S i+1 for the same execution. Currently, we use an atomized version of C i for S i . Since S i executes methods atomically in a linear order, its calls to the next layer's methods are naturally executed atomically as well. Equivalently, in S i , C i 's calls to methods of C i+1 are replaced by calls to S i+1 , the atomized version of C i+1 .
At runtime, while the actions of the components are being logged, we want to run the system as is and avoid running atomized versions of layers along with the system. We use the following approach to perform refinement checking for all layers in one pass. While checking refinement, for each layer C i , Vyrd drives an instance S i of its atomized version to serve as the specification. Equivalence of the traces of C i and S i is checked each time a method commits in C i .
As an example, consider the BLinkTree module: It uses Cache as a lower layer component to store its data and Cache uses Chunk Manager for persistent storage. While checking refinement, Vyrd drives one implementation and one specification instance for each of BLinkTree, Cache and Chunk Manager for replaying purposes. Vyrd applies the conformance check as usual when any method execution of BLinkTree, Cache or Chunk Manager commits using appropriate implementation and specification instances.
Conclusions
We introduced a runtime refinement checking framework, VyrdMC, that combines a very simple test harness, a model checker, and our refinement checking tool Vyrd. The model checker improves the coverage of testing by controlling thread interleavings to generate quantitatively distinct execution traces. Vyrd analyzes resulting execution traces for I/O refinement and view refinement and provides improved observability and more thorough verification.
The paper discussed several issues around two types of model checkers, an explicit state and a stateless model checker, as part of the proposed framework. Among them are how Vyrd is kept synchronized with the state space exploration process, and how the underlying runtime environment of the model checker is exploited by Vyrd. We proposed optimizations that reduce the computational complexity of VyrdMC.
We are implementing our framework on the execution-based JPF and Verisoft model checkers. We believe that the integrated framework will be an easy-to-use and powerful tool for the discovery of interesting refinement errors in concurrent software
